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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like all the pictures!

Monday: All of the Misconception

International Student Horrified by US
Celebration of 2012 Erections
By Liz Fujita ~ Daily Bull

In one of the most tragically hilarious misunderstandings in many
years, a visiting ESL student at the University of Michigan bashfully
asked during his American Government class why the United States
was so obsessed with penises. The bewildered professor, Dr. Cary
Murphy, invited the anonymous student to elaborate on his confusion. “Students often speak of importance of this year’s erections,”
said the student earnestly, “but why do you want to see men take
off pants in November?”
Once the peals of laughter had died down, Professor Murphy asked
where the student had gotten the impression Americans were going
to have a literal dick-waving contest this fall. Said the visiting academic: we are fixated on “cock-uses” in the spring, 18 year olds
are counting down to their first time “on the poles,” and we are
always arguing about whether “Nude Gingrich” will be a legitimate
contender. The class couldn’t deny that some of America’s practices
are, in fact, ridiculous.
“It probably doesn’t help that we’re always calling people dicks or
assholes, or talking about how they’re going to screw America with
their various reforms,” mused Poli-Sci student and law enthusiast
Jonathon M. T. Gladston III. “And all that drama over people trying to
redefine ‘Santorum’ can’t have communicated well across the lansee Erectable on back...
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guage barrier, either.” The rest of
Dr. Murphy’s lecture was dedicated to explaining the actual
election process more carefully,
much to the relief of the international student. “Casting ballots”
sounded much better than “castrating parrots,” and it was generally agreed that the distinction
between “hanging chad” and
“dingleberry” should probably
be posted somewhere on Urban Dictionary.
With the fiasco settled, the
student went back to getting
straight A’s on government exams
and feeling comfortable living in
a representative democracy for
the time being. Problems were
not completely over, however;

private sources inform us that
the same sort of communication breakdown led the student
to believe that a stabbing victim
“bred” profusely and was taken
to the hospital. “Why spend time
having sex after bad injury?” he
wondered while reading the
news article.
The student told the Daily Bull
that he is very interested in learning more about American culture, and hopes that he keeps
finding out we’re less obsessed
with sex than he thought. His
hallmates have sworn never to
show him MTV, lest his growing respect for the country be
immediately flushed down the
metaphorical toilet.

A [Bit-Too-Personal] Ad
________________ (number)-year old woman seeking ___________________ (number)-year old man. I am from

Do not what? Luckily this other sign might hold some clues....

________________ (city) and love going out for evenings on the town!
My hobbies include ________________(animal) ______________(ing
verb), cooking fancy dinners, and reading _________________ (adjective) books. Looks-wise, I’m 5’ 7” with _________________ (adjective) hair, blue ________________ (plural body part), and wear a(n)
___________ (letter)-cup… so you know what you’re getting into. I’m
told I look a little bit like ________________________ (famous person),
which is awesome since my favorite movie is _______________ (noun)
Wars: The ______________ (noun) Strikes Back. Anyway, if that sounds
fun, give me a text at 801-200-3377!
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For a list of all this weeks
greek rushes, please visit:
www.involvement.mtu.edu
and search IFC

Nevermind...

Want to see this
DOUBLE RAINBOW
in color? Then subscribe to our email
list at bull@mtu.
edu. And look for
when we finally get
our web archives
up and running!

The Daily Bull: where funny shit
happens 24/7. Like us!

